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Astraterra is a role-playing game for the whole family, where exploration, steam engines, 
ships sailing on the solar winds and magical astratech are everyday things.

The heroes of Astraterra are explorers who investigate and map the forgotten places of the 
world. On their adventures, they will encounter strange creatures, memorable people, and 
wondrous locations. In Astraterra, the players will each play their own hero and together cre-
ate the story of their adventures.

The game is appropriate for ages from seven upwards, for beginners and veterans alike. 
Astraterra has been designed with extensive input from children, and is definitely appropriate 
for them. Though the recommended age limit is seven years, the game is also appropriate 
for younger children if you leave out some of the more complicated material.

Welcome to 
AstrAterrA!

part 1
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A few words on this book

First things first: You do not need to read this book 
from cover to cover to play this game. We will get into 
the details later on, but a lot of this book is consists 
of descriptions and explanations. There isn’t much in 
the way of actual rules for you to learn. As read, you 
will discover more material on how this game is sup-
posed to be played, and in the later parts of the book 
there are even more specific instructions on handling 
certain things.

This book has been divided into six parts: Welcome 
to Astraterra!, The Explorer’s Guide, The Gate 
Keeper’s Handbook, Heroic Tales, Creaturepedia 
and Astratech.

Welcome to Astraterra! contains a short primer 
on the world of Astraterra and how this game is 
supposed to be played. You will see that this book 
is not quite like other books you may have read. It is 
not necessary for you to read the entire book before 
getting started.

The Explorer’s Guide contains rules relevant to 
the players. These include the playable species, the 
heroes’ roles, and of course the instructions on cre-
ating your own hero. This part also includes options 
for equipping your hero for adventure.

The Gate Keeper’s Handbook contains tips for 
the Gate Keeper, whose job is to lead the heroes to 
their adventures and create interesting challenges 
and plot twists for them. This part of the book also 
contains more information on the world of Astraterra 
and its myriad dangers and mysteries.

Heroic Tales contains both a beginner-friendly 
adventure module, and guidelines on designing your 
own adventures. The module, Temple of the Golden 
Weaver, can be played straight out of the book or 
used for inspiration in developing your own adven-
tures. You shouldn’t worry too much about not being 
able to come up with sufficiently exciting adventures. 
Most heroes are quite adept at getting into trouble 
on their own initiative. In addition to instructions on 
adventure design, this part of the book also gives 
some tips on the treasures heroes can find.

Creaturepedia is a collection of Astraterra’s inha-
bitants, from the mundane dogs to the strange eteep 
bugs. Creaturepedia is meant mostly for the Gate 
Keeper.

Astratech is a chapter dedicated to the ancient 
astratech, such as nano potions and holoscrolls.

At the back of the book, there is also a collection 
of handy appendices, such as a character sheet, a 
number of lists, an index, and other conveniences.

Referring to Astraterra
To avoid misunderstanding, when Astraterra is 

written in italics – like so: Astraterra – we are referring 
to this book, not the world of Astraterra. When we 
are referring to the game world, it is always written 
normally, like so: Astraterra.

Referring to sections of the book
Sometimes, the text of this book refers to specific 

parts of the book. When referring to a part of the 
book, it is printed in boldface italics, like so: Intro-
duction. When we are referring to a certain chapter 
or section of the rules (which should also be found in 
the table of contents if you cannot find it yourself), it 
will be printed in italics, like so: Referring to points in 
the book.

Rules highlights
In places, we have decided to highlight certain 

rules for more convenient browsing. Rules highlights 
look like this:

Dice pool = ability dice + bonus dice – penalty dice



In this map you can find the major cities 
and nations of Astraterra. At the moment 

Eskalon has the most teleportals in use. 

- Mercus
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The World of Astraterra

The world of Astraterra is formed by numerous 
rocks, islands and entire continental plates, pieces 
of sky, that float in the blue Star Sea, a vast cloud of 
breathable gases. All these pieces circle the sun at the 
centre of the Star Sea.

Old legends say that once upon a time, all the pieces 
of sky together formed an enormous unbroken circle 
around the sun, a ringworld built by the Astraterrans’ 
ancestors. The ringworld was destroyed in a great 
war, and its shards form the Astraterra of today.

Most of the pieces resemble islands floating in the 
sky, but some of the larger continents are worlds 
unto themselves. Upon the three largest continen-
tal plates are Astraterra’s three largest states: the 
Kingdom of Escalon, the Arcadian Dynasties, and the 
Empire of Malor.

Four sapient, civilized species inhabit these states. 
These are the inventive and gutsy humans; the 
industrious caven who dwell underground; the noble 
solars sailing upon their islands; and the ever-alert 
chimeras in their myriad forms.

The population of Astraterra is mostly concentra-
ted along the Belt and nearby islands. The closer to 

the Tempest you go, the wilder the land grows. Many 
islands that have drifted too close to the Tempest 
have been abandoned for fear of meteor showers 
and other dangers. Islands near the Tempest are 
mostly inhabited by the tough thunder trawlers col-
lecting etherium dust, as well as tempest pirates and 
other outlaws.

The Tempest is a different world, a strange and 
dangerous place. Over the centuries, it has develo-
ped wildlife of its own, and the islands are popula-
ted by mutated plants and animals, as well as other 
freaks.

Between the Tempest and the sun lies the Vortex, 
where the rage of solar winds has scorched the 
islands barren of all life.

These doomed pieces of sky are inhabited only 
by the animatons guarding ancient ruins and terri-
fying mutant beasts. There are also caches of incre-
dible treasure and rare etherium, which lure a steady 
stream of daring expeditions to brave the hazards of 
the Vortex.

There are animatons of many different sizes, 
but this is the largest I have ever seen. — M.M.
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Fargates

The ancients used fargates to teleport from one 
side of their enormous ringworld to another. When 
the world of Astraterra was shattered, the fargates 
drifted across the Star Sea and one by one, shut down. 
For centuries, travel between pieces of sky required 
long, dangerous trips by solar sailing vessels. It was 
only ten years ago that the first fargate was success-
fully reopened. The knowledge of the gates’ destina-
tions was however lost.

This past decade, brave explorers and treasure 
hunters have expanded the network of fargates in 
the Kingdom of Escalon. The King has decreed that 
any expedition that successfully reopens the connec-
tion between two fargates may claim all the treasure 
they are able to carry on their return trip.

Step through a gate, and you can find anything. 
Some fargates lead to inhabited regions, but most 
destinations are the ruins of ancient cities, temples, 
and fortresses, or the wild and forgotten lands at the 

farthest reaches of Astraterra. Most often these lie 
in the Tempest or the Vortex, but sometimes also in 
uncharted areas of the Star Sea. These uninhabited 
places have usually been abandoned for centuries, 
and many treasures, ancient technology, wildsilver 
and etherium await discovery.

Many fargates are in poor shape after centuries 
of neglect, and most can only be opened for a few 
minutes at a time. For this reason, only small expedi-
tions may pass through, once or twice a day.

After years of toil, several dozens of fargates have 
been successfully reopened, but thousands remain 
undiscovered. Finding and powering up their shut-
off core pillars is a job for brave and resourceful 
explorers, ready to risk their very lives and journey 
beyond the edge of the map.

Coincidentally, in Astraterra, you play one of these 
explorers, out for adventure and heedless of danger.
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glowing red! That means that 

something is wrong. 

- Batrotus

The glowing symbols indicate if the fargate has 
recharged or the core pillar is operational. M.M. Somethi
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On Role-Playing

Role-playing is a form of storytelling, where the 
story is created when the players immerse them-
selves into the roles of their heroes and the events 
of the game world. The protagonists and heroes of 
Astraterra’s stories are the player characters, brave 
and resourceful explorers.

Astraterra requires at least two players. One of them 
must be the Gate Keeper, a narrator of sorts, whose 
job is to describe the game world, its events and 
inhabitants to the players. As you may already have 
noticed, role-playing games have no game board. 
The rules and setting are described in this book, and 
the game itself and the story that it creates happen in 
the imaginations of the players. In a way, role-playing 
is like coming up with the script of a movie or a play 
together with your friends, sitting at the same table, 
and acting it out as you go.

Role-playing requires at least two players and 
usually takes at least half an hour, though for playing 
an adventure you should reserve at least an hour or 
two.

Unlike most games, Astraterra is not won or lost, 
nor is the Gate Keeper meant to play against the 
other players. The Gate Keeper and the players are 
supposed to create a fun and exciting tale of adven-
ture together. Sounds hard? Don’t worry, it’s easier 
than you think.

The Gate Keeper
One of Astraterra’s players is the Gate Keeper, whose 

job is to come up with a plot for your story and act as 
a narrator, describing the events of the game world. 
More information on the role of the Gate Keeper can 
be found in The Gate Keeper’s Handbook. (p. XX).

The Player
The other players will play the main characters of 

the stories, the heroes. The players participate in the 
story by creating their own hero and immersing into 
their role during the game. Instructions on creating 
your own hero and other things relevant to players 
are found in The Explorer’s Guide (p. XX).

The Hero
The heroes are the players’ characters. During hero 

creation, the player will choose a species and a role. 
The species is the hero’s heritage, while the role 
defines their aptitudes and abilities and their place 
in the expedition.

The hero’s information is recorded on a two-part 
character sheet. Sheets are available both blank and 
pre-filled for each species and role. The fastest way to 
get started is by picking a pre-filled sheet, which you 
can print out from http://www.astraterra.fi

Advice Boxes

Here and there we have sprinkled useful 

advice and handy tips. These are presented 

in boxes like this. They contain all sorts of 

handy additional information or guidelines 

on applying the rules of Astraterra. 
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Character
A character is any independent person or creature 

in the game. Sometimes we also talk about creatu-
res, which means one of the critters of Astraterra 
that doesn’t have much in the way of a personality 
or sense of self. For example, animals, mutant plants 
and other creepy crawlies may be creatures. The Cre-
aturepedia contains information on many of the cha-
racters and creatures of Astraterra. (p. XX). 

Table talk and Moderation
So that everyone has a chance to participate and 

get their voice heard, you should use some method 
of assigning speaking turns. The Gate Keeper may 
assign them, or they may rotate, starting with the 
youngest player. A third option is to use a “speaker’s 
stick”, so that whoever holds an agreed-upon item 
has the floor.

Of course, everyone may converse during play, 
giving each other tips and add to the story during 
someone else’s turn, but it is important that the player 
whose turn it is isn’t sidelined or silenced by more 
talkative players. When someone holds the floor, it is 
their hero’s moment to shine and the player’s oppor-
tunity to add to the story.

Especially at tense or funny moments, you may 
get excited so much that you may start talking over 
someone else. It is important to be polite and let the 
player whose turn it is talk without interrupting. It is 
the Gate Keeper’s responsibility to remind everyone 
to listen to the player speaking and wait for their own 
turn.

Adventures

An adventure is an expedition where the heroes 
step through a fargate to a strange destination. This 
book contains one prewritten adventure and the 
instructions for creating your own. The Gate Keeper 
should read the adventure and the instructions tho-
roughly before writing their own. These instructions 
are found in Heroic Tales. (p. XX). 

Me or him?

During play, you can talk about your hero in either 
first or third person. This makes no difference and 
both are just as correct. They are matters of taste or 
agreement within your gaming group. You can also 
switch between them during play, as suits the situa-
tion.

In first person – “as your character” – you describe 
the actions of your hero as “I”. Like this: “I cautiously 
walk to the door” or “I am Harald Farboat and these 
are my friends. Who are you?” You can intensify this 
by acting out the gestures and expressions of your 
hero and speaking in their voice. This takes a bit of 
courage, but will give everyone a much better sense 
of your hero and their actions.

In the third person, you describe your hero in the 
style of an outside observer. Like this: “Harald cau-
tiously walks to the door” or “My hero introduces 
himself and the other members of the expedition. 
Then he asks the other people who they are.” Narra-
ting as an observer leaves more room for the other 
players’ imagination, but also more room for inter-
pretation. Describing bigger events is easier in this 
fashion.

The Rules of the Game
Role-playing games use rules that are meant to 

offer limits and structure to the storytelling. The rules 
also bring a bit of randomness to the game, which 
makes the stories more interesting. It’s much more 
exciting to go on an adventure when you can’t be 
sure if the heroes succeed or fail.

The basic rules of Astraterra are simple, but you will 
also find a lot of different rules that you can either 
use or disregard during the game, as you wish. The 
important thing is to use the rules you’re happy and 
comfortable with.

For instance, if the group has several players who 
don’t yet go to school, it’s probably for the best if you 
drop some of the more detailed rules.
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If you wish, you can even change the rules. You 
should do so with caution, though, since many rules 
affect one another and tweaking one may cause 
problems with another.

If a situation is unclear, the group should discuss 
what is the fairest and most reasonable way to handle 
a missing or unclear rule. Once you have come up 
with a ruling, you should stick with it in the future. 
If you can’t all agree on something, the Gate Keeper 
has the final word in how any given rule should be 
interpreted.

Abilities
The strengths and weaknesses of all the heroes, 

characters and creatures of Astraterra are measu-
red by the scores of their six Abilities. The Abilities 
of Astraterra are Brains, Feet, Hands, Heart, Muscles  
and Senses. 

Six-Sided Dice
Astraterra uses ordinary six-sided dice. It’s a good 

idea to have at least five of these for each player. You 
can either loot these from board game boxes or buy 
separately from a hobby store.

Ability Dice
Your Ability score determines the amount of ability 

dice you roll. A character with a Hands of 3 will roll 
three ability dice in matters relating to Hands

Ability Dice = The value of the used Ability

Bonus Dice and Penalty Dice
There are situations where a character gains extra 

benefit from a tool or a circumstance. This benefit is 
represented by bonus dice, which are added to the 
ability dice in your dice pool. Penalty dice, conver-
sely, decrease the size of your pool. Bonus dice are 
usually marked “+1D” and penalty dice “−1D”. If you 

�

�
�

� �

�

� �

Ability check results of 1, 2 and 3 
are ”duds”. You can remove them 

from the table. They are not 
needed anymore. 

Dice that come up with a result of 4, 5 or 6 
are called ”successes” – leave them on the 

table.   
This Ability check had five dice and three 
of them turned out with a result of four 

or more. That is three successes. 

Ability Checks

Challenge

In this example the Ability Check is 
challenged by an opposed roll with four 
dice. this opposed roll has two successes. 
Successes from the opposed roll are used 
as the challenge for the ability check.

Resolution
To resolve an ability 

check, subtract the 
challenge from  your 
successes.  If you are 

left with at least one 
success, you succeed in 

your efforts.

�
�

�
�
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have more bonus or penalty dice, they are marked 
like this: “+3D” or “−2D”.

Dice Pool
Your dice pool is the amount of dice you’re rolling 

for an ability check. If it turns out your pool is empty, it 
will automatically fail, and you simply have no chance 
of success in this matter.

Dicepool = Ability Dice + Bonus Dice - Penalty Dice

Ability Checks
You will encounter many dangers and challenges 

during your adventures. Success or failure may be a 
close thing, and in these cases you must roll what we 
call an ability check. This tests the character’s most 
appropriate Ability against another character’s Ability 
or the environment.

In an ability check, you roll your dice pool’s worth of 
dice. Every die that comes up 4 or higher is counted 
a success.

Then you deduct the Challenge of the check from 
the successes. If there are still successes on the table 
after this, the check has been successful. The more 
successes you have left, the more successful you are. 
The rules regarding ability checks are described in 
more detail in The Explorer’s Guide.

Challenge (CH)
Every ability check in Astraterra has a Challenge, 

a value that is subtracted from the successes of the 
check. The Challenge is a set number (usually 0-3) or 
the opposed roll of another character, whose succes-
ses set your check’s Challenge.

The Challenge and the Ability used for a check is 
expressed like this: “Looking for a hidden door (CH 
2)” and “Sneaking past the guard (Feet vs. Senses)”.

n6
The dice are often abbreviated with the lowercase 

letter d – for instance, “d6”. This abbreviation is used 
when you don’t count the dice for successes, just 
read the result as it is. If you have to roll more than 
one dice, the number of dice rolled comes before the 
“d”. For example, “2d6” means that you roll two six-
sided dice.

In all rolls except ability checks, you add the results 
of the rolled dice together. For example, rolling for 
the starting funds of your hero, you roll two dice (2d6) 
and add the results together. If you roll, for example, 
3 and 5, your result is 8.

You can also use a six-sided die to roll results 1-3 
(d3) or 1-2 (d2).

 ӹ When rolling a d3, results 1 and 2 are counted 
as one, 3 and 4 are two, and 5 and 6 are three.

 ӹ When rolling a d2, results 1, 2 and 3 are counted 
as one, and results 4, 5 and 6 are two.

Veteran Rules s
Some parts of the book are tagged with this sign: 
s. These are our so-called veteran rules, which 
deepen the game’s basic rules. If you want to keep 
your game simple, they are not necessary. If most of 
your players are new to the game or very young, you 
probably want to leave the veteran rules out, at least 
until you are all more familiar with the game

•

•

•
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VETERAN TIP!

You can use candy to track your 

Vigor. You can snack on them 

during the game as your hero’s 

Vigor drops. Just don’t acciden-

tally eat them all!

Starting the Game

Before starting play, the Gate Keeper should read 
at least this Introduction, The Explorer’s Guide, The 
Gate Keeper’s Handbook and an adventure from 
Heroic Tales, if you want to run that.

Character Creation
A story needs its heroes. Before the adventure, you 

need to create your heroes. The instructions for this 
can be found in The Explorer’s Guide. The players can 
also continue with a hero they have created earlier. 
You can even create more than one hero and decide 
which one you’re taking on your expedition.

Preparing the Adventure
Before play, the Gate Keeper must prepare the 

expedition, the adventure that the heroes shall be 
embarking upon, or read the prewritten adventure 
in Heroic Tales. The Temple of the Golden Weaver is a 
good choice for a first adventure.

The adventures you make yourself don’t always 
need to be completely finished and fine-tuned. 
Often, you and your players will come up with new 
ideas during play and create brand new, exciting side 
treks for your adventure. Heroic Tales contains some 
guidelines, ideas, and tools for preparing your own 
adventure.

Character Sheets, Tokens, and Other 
Gear

Every player should have the character sheet 
for their own hero at hand, for easy reference and 
marking down things.

During play, you can use different kinds of tokens 
to track your hero’s resources. Glass beads and candy 
can make good tokens for tracking your Vigor and 
etherium. Play money can be used to count your gold 
coins and little toy figures or miniatures to represent 
your characters and the creatures in the game.

In addition to the character sheet and the tokens, 
you will need a pencil and an eraser, as well as paper 
for drawing maps and making notes. You will also 
need dice. You should have at least five of them per 
player, but you will do fine if you have even ten.
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You have now read a bit about role-playing games 
and role-playing – or perhaps you have prior expe-
rience with these games. What follows is a short 
example of what playing Astraterra can be like.

In this example, the Gate Keeper and the player 
have decided to play a short introduction for their 
first actual expedition. The player’s hero is the solar 

Gate Keeper: You stand in the waiting room with a couple of other young 
braves, clutching the flyer for adventurer training in your hand. And this is 
not just any basic schooling, but personal teaching by the Honored Veteran 
Lump himself, in his own home! You can barely wait!

Player: Flyer? Hmm… I read it once more.

Gate Keeper: Oh yeah, I almost forgot.

The Gate Keeper pulls out a piece of paper and hands it to the player.

Gate Keeper: You read it through for at least the hundredth time.

Gate Keeper: Alright, we can continue. You’ve been waiting for about half 
an hour when the big door at the back of the room opens, and a huge polar 
bear chimera steps out, supporting a young, limping boy. The polar bear 
chimera is Honoured Veteran Lump himself. His other leg is wooden, and a 
black patch covers one of his eyes. If you didn’t know this is the famous exp-
lorer, you could almost thing him a storm pirate.

Player: I take a step back and check that my zapper is still in its holster.

Gate Keeper: (in a deep voice) “Well, boy,” Lump says to the limping boy. 
“I think this adventuring thing is not for you.” With a dejected nod, the boy 
leaves.

Player: I try to see how he is injured.

daredevil Troi Oathwing. The Gate Keeper and the 
player have agreed that Troi has decided to go test 
his mettle with a local explorer of some renown. 
The famous veteran Lump has put active adventu-
ring behind himself and is now training prospective 
adventurers at his cabin.

The game begins…

Example of Play
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Gate Keeper: Roll Senses, Challenge 1.

Player: So I subtract dice equal to the Challenge from my successes? Okay. 
My hero’s Senses is 3, so I roll three dice.

The player rolls three dice and gets the results 3, 4 and 5.

Player: Two successes. Taking away one for Challenge, I still have one.

Gate Keeper: Alright. Your sharp eyes spot a tear in the boy’s trouser leg, and 
a red welt in the skin underneath. Looks like bite marks.

Gate Keeper: “Right, then!” shouts the polar bear, cheerfully. “Who’s next?”

Player: I cautiously raise my hand.

Gate Keeper: The polar bear gestures for you to follow.

You step into a dimly lit room. Against the rear wall stands a model of a 
fargate, put together out of wooden boards and junk metal. What do you do?

Player: I take a closer look at the fargate.

Are you afraid of bugs? Are your camping skills rusty?

No Worries!
HONORED VETERAN LUMP’S *

EXLORERS’ SCHOOL
Offers expert training for all the vital explorer’s skills.  

Special discount available with this flyer! 

Also available: 

Savage Manners & Barbarian Etiquette — learn the rugged manners and 

peculiar habits of the Wasteland’s and Tempest’s wild folks.  

Special price for Explorer’s schools students. Inquire for an offer!  

* Honored veteran Lump is officially approved Explorer Trainer 

m
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Gate Keeper: Well, it looks to you exactly like a model of a fargate that’s 
constructed out of wooden boards and junk metal. There’s nothing special 
about it.

Player: Okay. What’s the polar bear doing?

Gate Keeper: As you wonder at the gate, the polar bear circles you, glaring 
piercingly, and starts a battery of questions.

Gate Keeper: (growling like a bear) “You do any bowling?”

Player: What, for real?

Gate Keeper: No, the polar bear wants to know if your hero does bowling.
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Player: Oh, right… No, can’t say I have.

Gate Keeper: (still in the role of the polar bear) “Hmm… Those boots water-
proof?”

Player: Guess so. I don’t really know.

Gate Keeper: “I see… And that zapper?” The polar bear points at the zapper 
in your belt. “You know how to use it?”

Player: “Oh yeah, I’m a pretty good shot.”

Gate Keeper: “Good, good…” the polar bear says. “Introductions are in order. 
I am Honored Veteran Lump, Hero of the Seven Great Isles and a pretty tough 
guy in general… if I say so myself,” Lump says, smugly.

You note how the claws in his left hand appear metallic and in his holster is 
easily the fanciest-looking zapper you have ever seen.

Player: Not a character to mess with, I take it.

Gate Keeper: Definitely not.

Gate Keeper: Honored Veteran Lump explains what awaits you (again in a 
deep rumble). “Well, son. There are six tests before you, each designed to 
simulate the dangers and difficulties that an explorer may face on an expe-
dition. The tests aren’t real and none of them are dangerous. Or at least not 
very dangerous. Understand?”

Player: “I do!”

Gate Keeper: “Excellent! Idiots won’t last long on an expedition, but what’s 
the most important thing for an explorer isn’t smarts. Namely: you gotta 
be able to step out of a fargate looking good. You never know what kind of 
squatters are lurking on the other side, so the cooler you look upon arrival, 
the better.”

Lump points at the mock-fargate at the back of the room and says: “Imagine 
this is the real deal. I mean it! Go through that fargate like it’s your last adven-
ture! Stay sharp, keep your back straight!” This is a Feet or Heart check. You’ll 
probably want to use the better of the two?

Player: Of course. I have Feet 3, so I’ll use that. Are there any bonus dice?

Gate Keeper: Can you think of anything that’d help?
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Player: I could do some kind of a cool roll through the fargate’s curtains and 
end up in a pose with my wings unfurled.

Gate Keeper: Hey, I think that’s worth a bonus die, and you can get another 
one for your Dodge feat. Roll them bones, unless you can think of something 
more.

The player adds two bonus dice to his three ability dice and rolls the five-die 
pool. The results are 1, 2, 3, 3, and 6.

Player: Meh, only one success.

Gate Keeper: Yeah, but sixes explode. You get to roll one die more.

The player rolls a new die, and gets another 6.

Gate Keeper: Another six! Roll again!

The player rolls another die and gets a 4. Now on the table are the original 
results 1, 2, 3, 3, and 6, and the additional dice 6 and 4. That’s a total of three 
successes.

Player: Whoa, three successes. What was the Challenge on this?

Gate Keeper: Wait. Lump looks at your performance, cocking his head.

The Gate Keeper rolls Lump’s Senses’ worth of dice for the Challenge, which 
means three dice. They come up 4, 4, and 5.

Gate Keeper: The opposing roll came up with three successes, so you’re 
even. Lump doesn’t look satisfied. This is a tense situation. You can solve it 
either by rolling a die or using Vigor. If you burn a point of Vigor, you get one 
automatic success and the situation will resolve in your favor.

Player: Let’s roll off.

The player and the Gate Keeper both roll a single die. The Gate Keeper’s 
comes up 3, the player’s 4.

Player: I win! Troi looks at Lump and in his final pose, shouts: “SHAZAM!”

Gate Keeper: Heh. Your exclamation crowns the display and Lump seems 
quite pleased. You glance around yourself. You appear to have been “tran-
sported” into some kind of storage room. Old furniture, boxes of junk, piles 
of rags and similar stuff litters the place. Then, you hear the door close and 
“CLICK” – lock!
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Skitterer rr

Small Animal

A common nuisance in the Changed Lands. The skitterer looks like a red-colo-

red cross between a turtle and a beetle. It’s swift on its six legs and uses its 

oversized jaws on everything it can catch. Turning it on its back tends to calm 

it down, probably because it can’t get up on its own.

 ӹ Abilities: Feet 2, Hands 1, Heart 1, Muscles 1, Senses 1, Brains 1

 ӹ Vigor: 2

 ӹ Special Qualities: Hard shell (+1d defending), quick feet (+1d running and 

chasing), serious overbite (+1d attack)

“Test number one: the skitterer!” you hear Lump shout from behind the door. 
“Now, trainee, let’s see if those scrawny legs of yours are good for something. “ 
There’s a shrill whistle and something reddish jumps out from behind a scuffed 
couch. “It’s a skitterer, and you want to run away. There’s a key at the back of the 
room. Good luck!” The skitterer makes a beeline for you, its jaws clicking.

Player: What a delightful surprise! Can I see that key somewhere?

Gate Keeper: Yeah, looks like it’s hanging from a chandelier. You’ll need to jump or 
climb on top of something to reach it. There’s a lot of furniture around.

Player: What if I try to shoot it down with my zapper?

Gate Keeper: That sounds cool. Go ahead. Shooting requires a Hands check, but 
since this is an action scene, we’ll first roll who goes first, you or the skitterer.

Both roll their dice. The player gets 3, the Gate Keeper 2.

Player: I rolled higher, so I get to go first, right?

Gate Keeper: That’s right. Roll Hands and add one bonus die from your zapper and 
another for the idea, since it fits your role as a daredevil. It’s a really small key, though, 
so its Challenge is 2.

Player: Well, so’s my Hands, but two bonus dice makes for a pool of four. It’s decent.

The player rolls his dice and gets 1, 2, 4, and 5.

Gate Keeper: That’s two successes. It’s in your sights. It’s a tight situation. Shall we 
roll off to resolve it?
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Player: I think I’ll rather exert myself and burn a point of Vigor. That’s good for an 
automatic success, right?

Gate Keeper: Yes, and it resolves the situation. Though the skitterer is charging at 
you, you calm your nerves and pull the trigger. The glowing shot from your zapper 
hits the key and cuts the string it’s hanging on. The key falls. The skitterer reaches 
you with its jaws wide open, looking like it will sink them into your leg in its next 
turn. Your go.

Player: Okay, so the skitterer looks like a turtle? How big is it?

Gate Keeper: Yeah, looks kinda like a turtle, and a bit like a beetle too. It’s the size 
of a small dog.

Player: Okay, what if I step on it and use it as a springing board to jump and grab 
the key?

Gate Keeper: Sounds pretty daring! That’s one bonus die from the Freerunning 
feat and another one for the wings. Since it fits your role so well, I’m going to give 
you a third one for that. It’s a Feet check, of course. Doesn’t sound too hard, but 
not trivial either, so the Challenge is 1.

The player counts his pool. Three from Feet and three bonus dice, for a total of six.

Player: I take one assured success.

Gate Keeper: Okay.

The player puts aside two dice from his pool for a certain success, and rolls the rest. 
They come up 2, 2, 3, and 4.

Player: That’s two successes!

Gate Keeper: You leap over the skitterer and grab the key. The creature is left at 
the other end of the room, befuddled.

Player: I go to the door and open it as quickly as possible.

Gate Keeper: Okay. The skitterer is after you again, jaws snapping. You’re in a 
hurry now and you can’t let your hands shake. Roll Heart to see if you can keep 
your cool and get the key in without messing things up.

The player rolls two dice and gets 1 and 5.

Player: I succeed again!

Gate Keeper: Great. You get the door open and daylight floods the room.

Player: I slip through and slam it shut behind me.
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And thus begins Troi’s career as an explorer. Curious 
to see what happens next? In role-playing games, 
stories are formed as you play them, so the next step 
depends on the player’s own choices.

Your own hero’s adventures will probably begin a 
bit differently. To get the expedition under way, you 
will first need an explorer of your own. In the next 
chapter, you can find the rules for creating and equip-
ping your brave adventurer.

Gate Keeper: You hear something slam into the door. “Not bad,” says Honored 
Veteran Lump, who has been waiting for you in the yard. “That was the warm-up. 
Now, let’s get down to business.”

Player: “What, you call that a warm-up?”

Gate Keeper: “Yes! In the storm, you will be kicking critters like that off your ankles 
all day long. The skitterer is harmless, really. That one came with me from an expe-
dition to the Changed Lands. That was quite a trip…”
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